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Abstract 
Technologically-mediated interactivity has been lauded by its supporters as a 
revolutionary mode of engagement with the potential to change everything 
from activism to physics, painting to farming. This paper examines the risks 
and opportunities that interactivity presents, with specific regard to the 
encounter between an artwork and its audience. By comparing interactivity 
with mechanical reproduction and its implications for the politicised reception 
of culture, all subject-object interaction is shown to inevitably result in 
fetishism. Interactive objects are no exception, but the fetishism they produce 
can be both sustainable and cognitively productive if these objects have 
‘inherent criticality’. Through problematising their own magical novelty and 
our own to will to fetishise, inherently critical objects are shown to avert a 
patently mechanical interaction. 
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The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Interaction 
 

  
Still documenting SMS Guerrilla Projector (TROIKA, 2003) . 

 
 

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” 
! ARTHUR C CLARKE1 
 
“Interactivity is one of those words which can mean everything and nothing at once.” 
! SALEN & ZIMMERMAN2 
 
“Novelty is never so effective as a repetition that manages to suggest a fresh truth.” 
! MARCEL PROUST3 

 
 

New technologies are both blessing and curse for the arts. Scientific progress creates 
new modes of representation, which invite superficial exploitation. The invention of 
film in the late 19th century was followed by innumerable crude applications, for 
instance. Audiences gawped at scenes that would bore today’s schoolchildren: cars 
crawling along an empty road, pedestrians, a fireplace. The sheer wonder of seeing 
anything in motion on screen nullified the usual criteria by which culture was 
assessed, and a wave of mediocrity ensued. A train’s arrival in Émile Zola’s La Bête 
Humaine (ZOLA, 1890) was unlikely to have wowed his readers, but that everyday 
occurrence provided the entire substance and indeed title of the Lumière brothers’ 
wildly popular actualité film Arrival of a Train at La Ciotat (Lumière, 1896). As film 
historian Benjamin Hampton put it: “No other invention of the mechanical age had 
created such widespread astonishment and interest ... The motion picture came into 
existence as a novelty almost equal to miracle” (HAMPTON, 1970: 13-14)4. This mode of 
audience reception was short-lived, however. Within four years of their celebrated 
introduction to American vaudeville shows, actualité films were being used to ‘chase’ 
out the audience, thereby vacating space for new customers – the films’ simplistic 
form and content so universally unpopular that paying audience members would 
rather leave than endure them (MUSSER, 1994: 298). 
 

                                                
1 (CLARKE, 1972: 179). 
2 (SALEN & ZIMMERMAN, 2005: 58). 
3 (PROUST, 1996: 548). 
4 This is not to imply that the audiences for such films were a priori naïve, but that their 
fascination by this new artistic medium was achieved through a willing submission to its 
aesthetic possibilities and temporary suppression of their own critical faculties; a suspension of 
disbelief (GUNNING, 1989: 31-32). 
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Contemporary art forms that employ new technologies are no different. Vast LED 
displays, hidden RFID tags and chequerboard QR codes have (or had) a magical 
otherness. Like early film this novelty diminishes with familiarity, but the honeymoon 
period is replete with cheap illusion tolerated by audiences for its novelty. 
Meretricious digital gimmickry now stretches from Chinese factory shelves to Wall 
Street lobbies. Mere advertisements on the world’s largest LED screen at a Beijing 
shopping mall were deemed by various magazines to be amongst the most impressive 
Olympic experiences of 2008, yet the ‘SkyScreen’ on which they were shown was little 
more than an overhead, oversized television (THORNTON, 2010: 302). As the Arthur C 
Clarke quote above states, new technologies – especially when they adopt colossal 
proportions – invite reflexive comparisons to the sublime that soon ring hollow. How, 
then, should we distinguish canonical new media art from zeitgeist banality? Should 
major advances in technical innovation be celebrated over conceptual rigour? Does 
complexity reduce usability, and does this matter? Practitioners may have trained in 
art, engineering or music; may design devices, buildings or websites; may produce 
commercial products or non-copyrighted projects – late capitalist techno-culture is so 
multidisciplinary that categorisation alone is awkward, never mind qualitative 
assessment. 
 

If attempting to gauge contemporary artistic value, it is perhaps useful to reappraise 
Walter Benjamin’s 1936 essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction” (BENJAMIN, 2000). This explored the cultural and political consequences 
of a new technological process: mass reproduction. Benjamin argued that an artwork’s 
ritual value or ‘aura’ – legitimated by its material singularity, historical provenance 
and restricted presentation – was diminished through its reproduction with 
photography, phonography and lithography. These reproductions increased the 
artwork’s revolutionary potential, by democratising access and freeing their audience 
from the worship of a singular auratic object5. The new technologies separated 
artworks from their ideological context while simultaneously connecting them to a 
much wider audience than had ever been possible before6. Writing in Weimar 
Germany, Benjamin thought that this emancipatory radicalisation of art could 
undermine the aestheticisation of politics by fascism, thereby averting war. He 
acknowledged that artistic replication began with masters and their students in 
antiquity, but argued that new technologies had increased the frequency and nature of 
reproduction. Benjamin saw film in particular as enabling the audience to act as 
critics, by separating them from the theatrical performer and by presenting them, like 
Dada, with a chaotic montage to be decoded, rather than the unified aesthetic whole 
of a static painting or sculpture7. 
 

                                                
5 “Technical reproduction can put the copy of the original into situations which would be out of reach for the 
original itself. Above all, it enables the original to meet the beholder halfway, be it in the form of a photograph 
or a phonograph record. The cathedral leaves its locale to be received in the studio of a lover of art; the choral 
production, performed in an auditorium or in the open air, resounds in the drawing room” (BENJAMIN, 2000: 
THESIS II). 
6 “The mass is a matrix from which all traditional behavior toward works of art issues today in a new form. 
Quantity has been transmuted into quality. The greatly increased mass of participants has produced a change in 
the mode of participation” (BENJAMIN, 2000: THESIS XV). 
7 “[Dada] hit the spectator like a bullet, it happened to him, thus acquiring a tactile quality. It promoted a 
demand for the film, the distracting element of which is also primarily tactile, being based on changes of place 
and focus which periodically assail the spectator” (BENJAMIN, 2000: THESIS XIV). 
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Though the spectre of fascism faded after Benjamin’s death, his idea of culture as the 
ground for political repression or emancipation remained influential. In the 1950s and 
60s it was reformulated by situationist writers such as Guy Debord. Like Benjamin, 
Debord thought that citizens in capitalist societies had an innate desire and potential 
for revolution that had been repurposed to sustain the existing power structure. 
Where Benjamin’s fascists achieved this through a Führer cult, Debord’s advanced 
capitalist governments did the same through a stream of images and text disseminated 
through the mass media. Debord maintained that these had commodified social 
relations and drugged the populace into compliance through a “permanent opium 
war” (DEBORD, 1977: THESIS 44). Their passive identification with this system, or 
‘spectacle’ as he put it, had replaced revolutionary action. Debord argued that this 
paradigm had begun in the 1920s with the advent of mass advertising8, building on 
earlier transformations of commodity use-value into image-value through the 
fetishistic product displays of Parisian shopping arcades (BENJAMIN, 2002). Despite its 
entrenchment, Debord nevertheless thought that the spectacle could be resisted by 
subverting its messages through playful ‘détournements’, such as wittily defacing a 
billboard advert with graffiti (DEBORD, 2006). These would shock people into a restored 
capacity for critical reflection. 
 

Like Debord and Benjamin, we too are presented with a process that, while 
not entirely new, has been quantitatively and qualitatively changed by new 
technology. As Jonathan Frome has argued, traditional artistic mediums such 
as painting, sculpture and even film cannot be thought of as truly interactive, 
as the audience can’t alter the art work’s fundamental aesthetic structure 
(FROME, 1999: 2). Although diverse in form and functionality, new media art is in 
many cases united by precisely this type of interactivity. What might this mean 
for the theories of Benjamin and Debord? Could interactivity include the 
audience in an artwork’s (re)production, allowing for more personalised and 
profound cultural reception? Is the aura of new media art reinstated by this 
uniqueness? Does this aura challenge or sustain hegemony, if indeed such a 
thing exists? To answer these questions we must examine the materiality of 
interactive art and its consequences for the human tendency towards fetishism. 
Such an endeavour requires that we first examine the genesis of artistic 
materiality itself. 
 
 

Pendent Opera Interrupta9 
 

Prototypes occupy a curious material position within new media art. Hovering 
between sketchbook and gallery, they are powerful tools to explore an idea’s practical 
and conceptual viability, but run the risk of obscurity and irrelevance. The word 
‘prototype’ comes from the Greek !!"#$% (pr"tos: ‘first’) and #&!$% (tupos: 
‘impression’), revealing its use in antiquity to describe the clay mock-up of a sculpture 
subsequently carved from marble. ‘Prototype’ thus encodes both iterative primitivity 
and originality10. In product-based new media art, designating work a ‘prototype’ may 

                                                
8 “The society of the spectacle has continued to advance. It moves quickly for in 1967 it had barely 40 years 
behind it” (DEBORD, 1998: 3). 
9 “Pendent opera interrupta” [The work hangs interrupted] (Virgil in QUINN, 1968:139). 
10 The word prototype denotes “the original of which something else is a copy or derivative.” 
“prototype”. Oxford Dictionaries. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010). 
http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/prototype. 
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signify either reduced functionality – when a device merits exhibition on conceptual 
strength alone – and/or that an object is expressly not intended for mass production. 
Crispin Jones’ Social Mobiles prototypes for IDEO illustrate the medium’s potential 
(JONES, 2002). Jones designed five mobile phones that attempted to reduce noisy 
chatting. One converted loud speech into electric shocks. Another allowed users to 
catapult sound snippets into other people’s mobile conversations. The aggressive 
conditioning of Jones’ first device and the abusable power of the second seem to cast 
him as designer-provocateur, but from another perspective his devices are more 
socially responsible than their commercial counterparts. As Jones explains, “I was 
looking at mobile telephony as a social problem that needed a solution, rather than 
something to be celebrated and something to create new functionality for”11. Mobile 
phone manufacturers have introduced few socially responsible functions aside from 
vibrate modes and permanent camera-phone shutter noises to foil up-skirt perverts – 
certainly nothing to encourage quieter speech. So the market ‘celebrates’ and 
facilitates a techno-social trend, largely disregarding its antisocial consequences, 
whereas the artist playfully makes the social impact of those devices central to the 
experience of their use. This, surely, constitutes a détournement, with a consumer 
product being radically subverted to reveal its latent negativity. But whereas for 
Debord this détournement would have disrupted the commodity’s reproduction as image 
– by modifying a Nokia advert, for instance – Jones subverts the spectacle directly 
through the commodity itself. 
 

Though each of the five phones was a fully functional GSM mobile, Jones feels 
ambivalent about their utility as prototypes. They were experienced by just a handful 
of users, so Jones created a video, now on YouTube (JONES, 2008), detailing how to use 
the devices. As he admitted, “Almost no one experienced them, [but] they’re more 
intriguing as objects because they’re working. It seems more extreme if someone’s 
gone to that effort”12. These devices are deliberately uncomfortable, and therefore 
uncommercial, but remain functional. Through working, the phones frame the social 
problem under investigation more vividly than a non-functional device. Their use is 
tangible and performative: the audience is invited to actively ponder the full 
repercussions of mobile telephony. The criticality of this experiential act short-circuits 
the devices’ tendency towards techno-spectacle, redeeming them from the fetishism 
that Debord and Benjamin oppose. With the original’s ideological threat removed, its 
auratic strengths of uniqueness and historical provenance – which Benjamin himself 
conceded13 – are ‘decuperated’14. Benjamin’s praise for reproductions as detached 
from reification is thus moot: these reproductions (YouTube videos) transmit the 
work’s existing criticality, but lack auratic/performative strength and are thus a 
weaker lever for artistic enlightenment. Of course it is possible for the audience to 
engage in collaborative critical reflection through online comment, but even this 
process would be deepened and informed by direct experience of the devices 
themselves. 
 

In addition to the functionality debate, prototypes are aesthetically intriguing. 
Finished products may have bespoke parts, but new media art prototypes are often 
                                                
11 Jones, C. Speaking at the inter_multi_trans_actions symposium. (Edinburgh: Napier 
University, 2008). http://www2.napier.ac.uk/inter_multi_trans_actions 
12 Jones, ibid. 
13 “Even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one element: its presence in time and space, 
its unique existence at the place where it happens to be” (BENJAMIN, 2000: THESIS II). 
14 Debord’s ‘recuperation’ reversed, with the aura now serving resistance against hegemony. 
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made from simple and widely available components. BigDog Interactive’s DIY Mobile 
Projector was built using an off-the-shelf CPU fan and handheld torch, with full 
assembly instructions posted online (SHERIDAN ET AL, 2005). “We like extreme 
prototyping: things that can be built in a day, on a very small budget, and are highly 
portable,”15 comments BigDog Interactive’s Jennifer Sheridan. This democratic 
approach to the use of basic materials and knowledge sharing is not unique, being 
replicated by many open-source software collectives and the growing digital craft 
culture fostered by magazines such as Make (FRAUENFELDER ET AL, 2005). In the case of 
BigDog Interactive, the projector’s form is a register for its egalitarian intent. The 
finished device looks chunky and cheap – a self-confident rejection of behemoth 
consumer projectors by Epson and Canon, with their macho luminosity ratings. To 
allege that such an aesthetic permits or even promotes vulgarity is to misunderstand 
the power relationship of this subculture. As punk music was a DIY assault on the 
commodification of rock n’ roll16, basic prototypes of this nature are a self-consciously 
blunt criticism of today’s oversaturated, oversexed market conceptions of electronic 
desirability. Thanks to the ever-increasing efficiency of Far East sweatshops, portable 
projectors are becoming more affordable and commonplace, reducing the need for 
DIY replication. Off-the-shelf prototyping could also be read as a critique of such 
globalised consumption, with consumer-manufacturers circumventing (or at least 
acknowledging) their separation from the labour that produced the device’s 
components. Conversely, the consumer’s appropriation of quasi-labour may distract 
from or legitimise their complicity with global capital’s outsourcing of exploitative 
labour conditions to developing nations. This might be an aggressive reconciliation of 
the cognitive dissonance between imperatives to consume and remain ethical – a 
‘commodity nihilism’ of sorts. 
 
 

Embedded Sociality 
 

Social Mobiles and the DIY Mobile Projector use the Internet to compensate for their site 
specificity, and extend their reach to new audiences. But telecoms connectivity can 
endow objects themselves with interactivity, rather than simply relying on web 
documentation. Troika’s SMS Guerrilla Projector is a gun-like unit that magnifies and 
projects SMS messages (FREYER ET AL, 2003). It was made from simple components such 
as an entry-level mobile phone but, unlike BigDog Interactive’s projector, it is the 
artwork’s embedded sociality that engages. The device’s phone number was 
disseminated through posters and leaflets when it was exhibited, and by visually 
enhancing the messages it subsequently received, the artwork transgressed the 
boundaries of public and private – an opportunity not lost on Troika. Projection 
surfaces included road signs, the interiors of London homes and members of the 
public, all without prior consent. The juxtaposition of message and site produced 
some delightfully pensive aphorisms. “Where are we all going?” read one road sign 
projection. 
 

If Troika’s SMS Guerrilla Projector visually extended text messages, the collective’s Tool 
for Armchair Activists sonically translated them (FREYER ET AL, 2003). Like the projector, its 

                                                
15 Sheridan, J. Speaking at the inter_multi_trans_actions symposium. (Edinburgh: Napier 
University, 2008). http://www2.napier.ac.uk/inter_multi_trans_actions. 
16 “Unversed in the intricacies of their instruments and weary of the posturing virtuosity of the stadium rock 
bands of the early 1970s, the young men in [early punk] bands established a ‘do-it-yourself’ (DIY) garage 
band atmosphere in the club [CBGB, punk rock’s New York City crucible]” (LEBLANC, 1999: 35). 
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components were simple: a lamppost-mounted megaphone that broadcast SMS 
messages using a voice synthesiser. But the device was more explicitly political than 
the projector, as it was inspired by a British government ban on picketing near the 
House of Commons. Troika used technology to reconstitute the nature of protest and 
generate a legal loophole. “Usually when you ban humans from somewhere they are 
replaced by a machine. So we thought ‘Aha, this calls for a machine!’ You could use it 
to send messages to MPs from the comfort of your own living room,”17 commented 
Troika’s Sebastien Noel. The project generated protest of its own, when activists 
argued that the device encouraged a ‘slacktivism’ that neutered the visual impact of 
mass demonstrations. Criticism was posted to US-based websites18 and the device 
itself through SMS messages. Even this opposition added to its social footprint, by 
generating debate over what forms of protest should be used. After exhibiting Tool for 
Armchair Activists inside London’s Science Museum and outside the Tate Britain 
gallery, Troika was invited to use it at the MTV Europe Awards in Copenhagen. The 
trio used this as a chance to lampoon MTV’s mobile voting process, claiming the 
awards were rigged and viewers should boycott the system. The device’s telephone 
number was also publicised with a flyer and poster campaign, and the box received 
1,200 messages over two weeks. “It was completely uncensored, but there was very 
little abuse sent – less than one percent,”19 claims Noel. Instead, Copenhageners 
wrote in comments and poems about life in the city, weaving the object into existing 
civic furniture. When an elderly hotdog seller set up shop beneath the lamppost it was 
attached to, users sent in text messages warning that his produce was substandard. He 
responded by texting tongue-in-cheek sales slogans such as “Give your sweetheart a 
sausage.” 
 

Troika uses materials to embody and extend concepts, and the Tool for Armchair Activists 
is no exception. Its vandal-proof stainless steel casing and white plastic megaphone sit 
uncomfortably between iPod and CCTV camera. Authority is conveyed by the 
device’s robustness, but we are also seduced by its understated elegance. Tool for 
Armchair Activists links commodity fetishism with authoritarian surveillance, physically 
interrogating the relationship that Benjamin had outlined. Yet Troika’s device goes 
further still through its inclusive enactment of democracy. It appropriates the aesthetic 
language of power, and language itself as power, turning both over to the public. The 
SMS Guerrilla Projector and Tool for Armchair Activists lack the democratic how-to guide of 
BigDog Interactive’s projector, but trump that device in terms of social functionality. 
All three recombine existing technologies, and all three extend free speech of a sort, 
but Troika’s tools are fundamentally more innovative. They transform the nature of 
communication using popular technology. Their instant comprehensibility and 
openness imbues strength, as complexity is derived from the competing discourses that 
the devices enable, not merely their circuitry. 
 

The audience for Debord’s détournements remain consumers of a message. It is only the 
message’s criticality and the subversive manner of its delivery that force them into a 
more reflective reception. Nevertheless, the audience remains (notionally) passive20. 
                                                
17 Noel, S (Troika). Speaking at the inter_multi_trans_actions symposium. (Edinburgh: Napier 
University, 2008). http://www2.napier.ac.uk/inter_multi_trans_actions 
18 Noel, ibid. 
19 Noel, ibid. 
20 Proponents of the uses and gratifications model that posits active audiences would debate 
the need for a détournement in the first place, given that audience members may non-passively 
interpret the spectacle in wildly differing ways. Debord would of course counter that the 
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Both the spectacle and the détournement do not invite a reply. In contrast, Jones’ Social 
Mobiles and BigDog Interactive’s DIY Projector have dialectical possibilities through 
online comments, although these are at one remove from the device and somewhat 
relativistic, as any détournement with an accompanying YouTube video could make the 
same claim. However, Troika attempts to encode dialectical inevitability into their 
artworks through a direct connection to public mobile phone networks. While 
Benjamin’s ‘masses’ could only enter into a dialectic with a reproduction of an 
artwork, Troika’s audience can engage discursively with the (self-critiquing) auratic 
originals in their immediate vicinity (e.g. the hot dog salesman and his detractors) or 
from the other side of the planet (US protesters). The weakness here is that, unlike 
YouTube comments, the ‘dialectic’ is limited to 140 character messages and is 
potentially one-way. The US protesters’ spatial remove from the artwork makes it 
impossible for them to hear the context within which their own messages appear, 
meaning physical proximity is required for full dialectical engagement. For all their 
semiotic openness – Troika’s devices could even be used by the elites that they 
arguably oppose – these artworks reveal the contemporary tendency to interpret 
constrained technological exchange as revolutionary emancipation. We are enticed by 
the utopian possibilities of connecting a politically diverse diaspora, but that 
communication is ultimately reduced to soundbites in a void. What redeems the 
artworks is Troika’s deliberate highlighting of this conundrum through their 
contextualisation of the devices. The surfaces chosen for SMS projections explored 
the aggressive nature of one-sided communication, and the Tool for Armchair Activists 
problematised its own limitations with its very name. Troika’s devices animate the 
dictum: ‘I might disagree with what you have to say, but I will defend your right to say 
it,’ alongside the caveat that interactive technology is only as utopian as its users. 
 
 

Immanent Poetics 
 

As we have seen, portability and telephonic or cyber-connectivity can (albeit partially) 
extend the social reach of new media art, in a similar manner to the enhanced 
connectivity of Benjamin’s photography and film. Does it therefore follow that if an 
artwork is immobile and unconnected, its dialectical breadth is inevitably more 
constrained than that of a networked counterpart? Or, conversely, are those 
networked devices also invariably site specific – a twist on the dangers of Benjamin’s 
auratic, singular original? To examine these questions further we must reconceptualise 
the limits of connectivity, or rather what we might constitute as its subjects. Benjamin 
saw how the connection of man and machine transformed the audience’s perception 
and conception of life21. He also thought that film would connect science and art, 
having major consequences for both fields22. Moreover, Benjamin gauged the 
transformative potential of all art in its capacity to provoke change within a network, 

                                                                                                                                      
détournement makes visible the possibility of rejection/negotiated meaning for those who 
otherwise may not have had this inclination. 
21 A photographic enlargement or slow motion film could “bring out those aspects of the original that 
are unattainable to the naked eye” (BENJAMIN, 2000: THESIS II). Similarly, digital humanist Brian 
Croxall has examined how Google Art Project’s ultra high-resolution scanning of paintings 
has further extended human perceptual capabilities (CROXALL, 2011). 
22 “[O]f a screened behavior item which is neatly brought out in a certain situation, like a muscle of a body, it 
is difficult to say which is more fascinating, its artistic value or its value for science. To demonstrate the identity 
of the artistic and scientific uses of photography which heretofore usually were separated will be one of the 
revolutionary functions of the film.” (BENJAMIN, 2000: THESIS XIII). 
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though Benjamin himself didn’t use that term. He saw this network as the audience, 
wider society, other artists and the artistic medium itself. For Benjamin, a work that 
had the ‘correct tendency’ of inspiring political revolution was not absolved of the 
need for artistic quality23, as this artistic quality caused the artworks to inspire and 
enable creative progression among other artists, by increasing their vocabulary for 
enlightenment, thereby prompting further progressive works24. Benjamin saw this 
technique as involving the means of production as much as the mode of production25, 
or to put it another way: the technology used to produce a work was as important as 
the aesthetic method used to achieve it26. 
 

Benjamin’s idea of a network connected through culture and technology is echoed by 
the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. They saw life as a process of perpetual 
connections between different bodies, which either increased or diminished those 
bodies’ ability to act (after Spinoza27). This ability to ‘affect’ and be affected by others 
was the nature of life itself. All bodies and systems – corporeal, animal, mineral, 
technological, conceptual – were ‘machines’ that existed only through and due to their 
mutual connections, they argued28. Humans were interconnected sites of perception 
and affection, rather than subjects with discrete identities. Connections allowed these 
bodies to evolve or ‘become’ in response to their surroundings, just as a plant grows in 
response to sunlight. Deleuze and Guattari also argued that by disembodying and 
reconstituting affects, art could disrupt our reflex to order (and thereby limit) our 
experiences. A novel or a painting might create an atmosphere of sadness without 
tying it to recognised sources such as death or poverty, for instance29. By reimagining 
life rather than merely representing it, art would provoke new modes of being and 
thinking, new becomings. Furthermore, Deleuze and Guattari saw each artistic 
medium as having intrinsic modes of affective disembodiment. For cinema, this meant 
allowing humans to see the way that movement and time are not fixed states but 

                                                
23 “We can say: a work which exhibits the correct political tendency need demonstrate no further qualities. We 
can also decree: a work which exhibits the correct tendency must necessarily exhibit all other qualities” 
(BENJAMIN, 1970: 84). 
24 “An author who teaches a writer nothing, teaches nobody anything” (BENJAMIN, 1970: 93). 
25 “Instead of asking: what is the relationship of a work of art to the relationships of production of the time? … 
I would like to ask: how does it stand in them? This question aims directly at the function that the work has 
within the literary relationships of production of a period. In other words, it aims directly at a work’s literary 
technique ” (BENJAMIN, 1970: 85 – his emphasis). 
26 “Benjamin uses the word Technik to denote the aesthetic technique of a work, but with considerable scientific 
and manufacturing connotations. Thus it is also close to ‘technology’ – the technical means by which a work is 
produced, its means of production” (Trans. John Heckman in BENJAMIN, 1970: 85, FOOTNOTE 2). 
27 “AFFECT/AFFECTION. Neither word denotes a personal feeling (sentiment in Deleuze and Guattari). 
L’affect (Spinoza’s affectus) is an ability to affect and be affected. It is a prepersonal intensity corresponding 
to the passage from one experiential state of the body to another and implying an augmentation or diminution in 
that body’s capacity to act. L’affection (Spinoza’s affectio) is each such state considered as an encounter 
between the affected body and a second, affecting, body (with body taken in its broadest possible sense to include 
‘mental’ or ideal bodies).” (Trans. Brian Massumi in DELEUZE & GUATTARI, 1987: xvi). 
28 As Claire Colebrook summarises, Deleuze and Guattari saw the machine as “nothing more 
than its connections; it is not made by anything, is not for anything and has no closed identity ... There is no 
aspect of life that is not machinic; all life only works and is insofar as it connects with some other machine” 
(COLEBROOK, 2011: 56). 
29 “A great novelist is above all an artist who invents unknown or unrecognized affects and brings them to light 
as the becoming of his characters” (DELEUZE & GUATTARI, 1994: 174). 
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immanent, ungrounded possibility30. Human perception could thereby escape the 
illusory constraints of subjectivity by becoming-machine. For Deleuze and Guattari, 
the highest purpose of art was to facilitate these inter-body connections to spawn new 
becomings in both, and new unforeseen futures31. 
 

How might the interactivity of new media art remap Deleuze and Guattari’s concept 
of becoming-other? Or rather, if all interactive media art already intrinsically permits 
mutual becoming-other by virtue of its formative and semiotic responsiveness, how 
can we distinguish between works that are more and less affective in this regard? It is 
instructive here to draw upon a recent paper by Andreia Oliveira that combined 
Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of bodies and their becomings with Gilbert 
Simondon’s concepts of ‘technicity’32 and ‘milieu’33 – the character of a technological 
object and the context within which it emerges, that both shapes and is shaped by that 
object’s emergence. Oliveira argues that artworks can be ordered by their degrees of 
affective power amongst their respective milieus: 
 

“The artwork is produced from the relations between bodies and milieus, mediated by 
technologies of creation and their technicities, where relations are expressed as variable 
intensities of interactivity, i.e. as degrees of interactivity. These degrees are nuances of 
the act of experiencing: mixtures, attractions, embodiments and perceptions. Various and 
concurrent movements, mixing within the milieu, attracting each other, incorporating 
fragments of bodies, perceiving (themselves) as body and associated milieu as ephemeral 
landscapes.” 
! OLIVEIRA, 2011 
 

Seen from this broad perspective, even a site-specific artwork that lacks telephonic or 
cyber-connectivity could nonetheless permit interaction between an audience and the 
work’s immediate milieu during the artistic encounter. The Greyworld collective has in 
this way used new media art’s interactivity to foster a more playful understanding of 
landscape. Its stated objective is the augmentation of liminal spaces – those transitory, 
in-between locations that are functional rather than contemplative. “A lot of our early 
installations were in the road just beside the shopping centre, or the street that went 
just around the back of the ‘important place’. There’s actually lots of fun to be had in 

                                                
30 “With the movement-image and the time-image cinema offers the possibility of exploring a ‘cinematographic’ 
world which has no centre, and which is in constant flux. As a form of thought, cinema offers us the possibility 
of discovering the ‘inner becoming of things’: a world of constant modulation” (MARKS, 1998: 144). 
31 “Neither philosophy, nor art, nor cinema represent the world; they are events through which the movement of 
life becomes. What makes philosophy and art active is their capacity to become not just mechanistically … 
but machinically. A mechanism is a self-enclosed movement that merely ticks over, never transforming or 
producing itself. A machinic becoming makes a connection with what is not itself in order to transform and 
maximise itself” (COLEBROOK, 2011: 56-57 – her emphasis). 
32 “Technicity refers to the extent to which technologies mediate, supplement, and augment collective life; the 
extent to which technologies are fundamental to the constitution and grounding of human endeavor; and the 
unfolding or evolutive power of technologies to make things happen in conjunction with people” (DODGE & 
KITCHIN, 2005:169 – their emphasis). 
33 “The milieu is normally understood as the ensemble of external conditions within which a living being lives 
and develops or as the assemblage of material objects and physical circumstances which surround and influence 
an organism. Conceptually, ‘milieu’ can also be seen as an environment in the widest ecological sense of the 
term, i.e. as the locus of the dynamic interaction of all the factors and mechanisms that participate in the 
sustenance of an ecosystem” (OLIVEIRA, 2011). 
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these kind of ‘grey worlds’, these non-areas,”34 says Greyworld founder Andrew 
Shoben. The attraction is manifest: superficially bland surroundings can increase an 
artwork’s capacity to surprise. The technology stands in sharp relief to local 
ordinariness, and viewers are caught unawares, rather than anticipating an artistic 
encounter as when visiting a gallery, with its ‘white cube’ potential for reifying the 
exhibits within (O’DOHERTY, 1999). 
 

Given these criteria, one might presume that a gulf between hi-tech and quotidian will 
result in transformative aesthetic experiences. In practice, new media art that 
downplays its own technology in liminal environments often proves more resonant. 
Greyworld’s installations The Layer (SHOBEN ET AL, 1999) and Bloom (SHOBEN ET AL, 2007) 
were attempts to add performative value to site-specific environments through 
interactivity. The former was a visually nondescript carpet on Dublin’s Millennium 
Bridge that amplified pedestrians’ footsteps, so that it sounded as if they were walking 
on snow or through puddles. The latter was a column of mechanical flowers inside the 
atrium of London law firm Allen & Overy that bloomed in reaction to movement, 
such as an ascending lift. The carpet and flowers added a layer of accessible 
performative depth by converting functional objects (bridge, lift) into reactive 
simulations of nature. In contrast to explicitly political détournements, Greyworld’s 
interventions transformed audience movement from a predictable chore to a 
becoming-machine-landscape that revealed the immanent poetics of the 
commonplace. 
 

By making locations interactive, Greyworld attempts to amplify and transmute 
everyday human life into new becomings. Bengt Sjölén’s Elephant Phone attempted to 
do the same for animals. Comprising two sets of microphones, speakers and a 
dedicated Linux server, it relayed the calls of elephants in Swedish and German zoos 
in real-time over the Internet. Zoologists hoped to discover what value elephants 
would place on audio contact, and if they would ‘pay’ for a conversation by lifting 
weights. Technical problems meant that the phone was eventually used but without 
the corresponding weight payment system. Despite this, the academic who envisioned 
the project hypothesised that it could be used in future to help acclimatise elephants to 
one another prior to inter-zoo transfers, or boost libido in female elephants due to be 
artificially inseminated (BÖRDIN, 2008). Sjölén’s artwork enriched the lives of elephants 
– who were considerably excited by the device – but also gave humans a tool to 
further understand them both empirically and emotionally. We are prompted to 
reflect on the shared human-animal pleasures and necessities of communication, and 
the relationship of that communication to geographical space. 
 

Through its human-animal interconnectivity, Elephant Phone overcame the 
anthropocentric problem of artistic value. New media art can also reveal the science, 
politics and poetics of technology itself, pushing towards a more holistic understanding 
of the connections between man, animal, device and landscape. Portable 
electromagnetic instruments can uncover the interactivity of technological space, for 
instance. Troika’s Electroprobe was a microphone for the Hertzian spectrum (FREYER ET 

AL, 2005). Users could eavesdrop on a near-constant stream of clicks, squeaks and 
‘electric babblings’ from TVs, laptops and microwave ovens, much as an 
oceanographer might listen to whalesong. If the Electroprobe allowed users to hear the 
Hertzian spectrum, the Wi-Fi Camera allowed them to see it (SJÖLÉN ET AL, 2006). This 
                                                
34 Shoben, A (Greyworld). Speaking at the inter_multi_trans_actions symposium. (Edinburgh: 
Napier University, 2008). http://www2.napier.ac.uk/inter_multi_trans_actions 
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device was of limited functionality, as its coarse images gave a crude approximation of 
true wi-fi boundaries. Nevertheless, the Wi-Fi Camera produced photos with 
metaphysical weight. To see the Internet penetrating windows and being blocked by 
walls permitted a newfound appreciation of this seemingly intangible network. “You 
soon get very aware of the spatial qualities of wi-fi,” argues Sjölén. “Moving a metre 
could make the difference between good reception or bad reception, between a warm, 
welcoming place or a cold, barren place.”35 The act of seeking better ‘reception’ for 
an electronic device was lent a new emotional significance as its users became aware 
of how the techno-landscape welcomed or shunned their presence. 
 

Constructed from a tin can and single pixel sensor, Wi-Fi Camera was a pinhole 
camera for the digital age. Fox Talbot’s early experiments reproduced the perceptible, 
while Wi-Fi Camera reproduced the imperceptible. Beyond revealing the 
imperceptibility of the real, new media art can also make the unreal perceptible, 
returning a sense of mystery to known, bounded space and destabilising our notions of 
verisimilitude. Aleph Reorganising Vision (SJÖLÉN & SOMLAI-FISCHER, 2006) was an explicit 
attempt to do just that. It consisted of 200 motorised car wing-mirrors arranged as a 
wall outside Belsay Hall, near Newcastle. A camera monitored the colour and 
brightness of what each mirror was reflecting, and the mirrors would then tilt 
themselves, synchronically rearranging the reflected fragments into a meta-image such 
as a smiley face. As Somlai-Fischer explains, “Aleph is constructing stories from 
fragments it finds around itself. By reflecting what is there now, it shuffles the present, 
and shows images that are not really there”36. The name comes from a short story 
about singularity by Jorge Luis Borges. For Borges, the Aleph was a point in space 
that contained all other points. Anyone who looked into it could see everything in the 
universe from every angle simultaneously, without distortion, overlapping or 
confusion (BORGES, 2004). Aleph Reorganising Vision’s blending of fiction and reality is 
magical realism made concrete. “The actual environment starts to carry something 
fictional,” says Somlai-Fischer. “It is where the stains on the walls can become a 
medium, they mediate the space.”37 
 

Aleph Reorganising Vision’s use of magical realism to reimagine its milieu also brings to 
mind the virtual-actual flow of Deleuze and Guattari. They saw everything in life as 
having both an actual existence and virtual potentiality, which allowed those things to 
become-other38. We might say, in this instance, that the bipolar human-technological 
gaze engendered by the artwork questions how reality and fiction are constructed by 
both parties in shared space. This potentialises something akin to a Lacanian twin 
‘mirror stage’, where both human and device are made more conscious of themselves 
as subjects and the Other’s role in their self-constitution. To make such an assertion is 
a bold leap, especially given the apparent gulf between human consciousness and 
technological unconsciousness. However this gulf might itself be a question of 

                                                
35 Sjölén, B. Speaking at the inter_multi_trans_actions symposium. (Edinburgh: Napier 
University, 2008). http://www2.napier.ac.uk/inter_multi_trans_actions 
36 Somlai-Fischer, A. (Artist’s website, 2007). http://www.aether.hu/2006/aleph/ 
37 Somlai-Fischer, ibid. 
38 “The real bifurcates in two inextricably interlinked processes – the virtual and the actual – neither one of 
which can be without the other. Present states of affairs, or bodies and their mixtures, make up the actual real. 
Meanwhile, incorporeal events constitute the virtual real. The nature of the latter is to actualise itself without 
ever becoming depleted in actual states of affairs. This bifurcation of the real does not enshrine transcendence 
and univocity: becoming is said in one and the same sense of both the virtual and actual” (BOUNDAS, 2005: 
192). 
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perception. Aleph Reorganising Vision explicitly references Borges’ spatial singularity, but 
many artificial intelligence theorists such as Alan Turing have predicted a cognitive 
singularity, where technological sentience reaches parity with or even surpasses 
human intellect39. If we then employ Oliveira’s univocal insistence (after Spinoza) that 
the concept of bodies encompasses those that have yet to fully take form40, we can 
appreciate the future value that Aleph Reorganising Vision potentialises. This future may 
not be so distant as one first expects: researchers at Yale have built a robot that can 
recognise itself in a mirror (HART & SCASSELLATI, 2012). With developments such as this, 
Benjamin and Debord’s ‘mass’ to be enlightened seems not just reductive but also 
overtly anthropocentric. 
 
 

Between Interpassivity and Enlightenment 
 

Despite new media art’s transformative potential, this very interactivity presents a 
conundrum: by forcing the audience to ‘be active’, does it deprive them of choice? 
New media art that samples and reinterprets public action is chiefly problematic in 
this regard. Greyworld designed a bus stop that generated music based on the colour 
of pedestrians’ clothing (SHOBEN ET AL, 2003); Jason Bruges’ Leicester Lights mimicked the 
colours passing beneath their sensors (BRUGES, 2006); and Moritz Waldemeyer’s By 
Royal Appointment chair used LEDs to illuminate a wall with the colour of the sitter’s 
clothing (WALDEMEYER, 2003). In each case the public was coerced into performing 
rather than being invited to collaborate. Slavoj !i"ek used the term ‘interpassivity’ to 
represent this pseudo-exchange. In !i"ek’s view, objects may cannibalise our 
enjoyment: 
 

“It is commonplace to emphasise how, with new electronic media, the passive 
consumption of a text or a work of art is a thing of the past: I no longer merely stare 
at the screen, I interact with it, entering into a dialogic relationship with it (from 
choosing the programmes, to participating in debates in a Virtual Community, to 
directly determining the outcome of the plot in so-called ‘interactive narratives’). 
Those who praise the democratic potential of the new media, generally focus 
precisely on these features: on how cyberspace opens up the possibility for the large 
majority of people to break out of the role of the passive observer following the 
spectacle staged by others and to participate actively not only in the spectacle itself 
but more and more in establishing the very rules of the spectacle. 
 

However, is the other side of this interactivity not interpassivity? Is the necessary 
obverse of me interacting with the object instead of just passively following the 
show, not the situation in which the object itself takes from me – deprives me of – 
my own passive reaction of satisfaction (or mourning or laughter), so that it is the 
object itself which ‘enjoys the show’ instead of me, relieving me of the superego duty 
to enjoy myself? ... Is ‘to be relieved of one’s enjoyment’ not a meaningless paradox, 

                                                
39 “My contention is that machines can be constructed which will simulate the behaviour of the human mind 
very closely. They will make mistakes at times, and at times they may make new and very interesting statements, 
and on the whole the output of them will be worth attention to the same sort of extent as the output of a human 
mind” (TURING, 1996: 257). 
40 “The body referred to here includes not only the human but the non-human as well – animal, technological, 
immaterial – formed by the speed or slowness of matter-taking-form. According to Spinoza, ‘we have conceived 
an individual as composed of several individuals of diverse natures, other in respect of motion and rest, speed and 
slowness’” (OLIVEIRA, 2011). 
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at best a euphemism for simply being deprived of it? Is enjoyment not something 
that, precisely, cannot be done through the Other?” 
! !I!EK, 1997: THESES 4-5 (his emphasis) 

 

For !i"ek, being deprived of passivity has a twofold effect: preventing both passivity 
and activity that can be experienced at one remove through the object. These are not 
absurd contradictions but rather states of becoming-other, as Deleuze and Guattari 
would have it, that allow the subject to experience both passivity and activity 
simultaneously. !i"ek gives the example of a male-female sexual encounter, where the 
‘passive’ woman is also active through her man and the ‘active’ man is also passive 
through his woman41 – though !i"ek’s gendered description here is perhaps better 
recast as dominant-submissive, and seen more as a reversible dyad than permanently 
fixed categories. It might seem, therefore, that the coercive dominance of the 
interactive artwork in fact allows the audience to experience just such a euphoric 
fusion of activity and passivity42. Yet in the case of human-technological relations, 
!i"ek sees the interactive technicity of the encounter representing subjugation as 
freedom. This is ‘false activity’, he laments, where “you think you are active, [but] 
your true position, as it is embodied in the fetish, is passive” (!I!EK, 1997: THESIS 5). 
Through this interpassivity, the subject is denied their own subjectivity, the existence 
of which, contra Deleuze and Guattari, is not delusory but is in fact the very essence 
of humanity: 
 

“[It] is not that my subjective experience is regulated by objective unconscious 
mechanisms which are ‘decentered’ with regard to my self-experience and as such 
beyond my control (a point asserted by every materialist), but rather something much 
more unsettling – I am deprived even of my most intimate ‘subjective’ fantasy which 
constitutes and guarantees the kernel of my being, since I can never consciously 
experience it and assume it … The very fact that I can be deprived of even my 
innermost psychic (‘mental’) content, that the big Other (or fetish) can laugh for me, 
believe for me, and so on, is what makes me … empty in the radical sense of being 
deprived of even the minimal phenomenological support – there is no wealth of 
experiences to fill [my] void.” 
! !I!EK, 1997: 55-56 

 

                                                
41 “Interpassivity allows us to complicate the standard opposition of man versus woman as active versus passive: 
sexual difference is inscribed into the very core of the relationship of substitution – woman can remain passive 
while being active through her other, man can be active while suffering through his other” (!I!EK, 1997: 
THESIS 6). Somewhat ironically, my pasting of this quote from !i"ek’s article resulted in his 
em-dash (–) being substituted for the ± symbol. 
42 As !i"ek speculates: “It would be interesting to approach, from this paradox of interpassivity, Schelling’s 
notion of the highest freedom as the state in which activity and passivity, being-active and being-acted-upon, 
harmoniously overlap: man reaches his acme when he turns his very subjectivity into the Predicate of an ever 
higher Power (in the mathematical sense of the term), when he, as it were, yields to the Other, ‘depersonalises’ 
his most intense activity and performs it as if some other, higher Power was acting through him, using him as its 
medium – like the mystical experience of Love, or like an artist who, in the highest frenzy of creativity, 
experiences himself as a medium through which some more substantial, impersonal Power expresses itself … 
Schelling’s notion of the highest freedom is the impossible point of perfect overlapping between passivity and 
activity in which the gap of inter-(activity or passivity) is abolished: when I am active, I no longer need another 
to be passive for me, in my place, since my very activity is already in itself the highest form of passivity; and, vice 
versa, when, in an authentic mystical experience, I entirely let myself go, adopt the passive attitude of 
Gelassenheit, this passivity is in itself the highest form of activity, since in it, the big Other itself (God) acts 
through me” (!I!EK, 1997: ENDNOTE 15). 
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!i"ek radically inverts Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of becoming. The subject is 
deprived of their ability to virtualise their actual experience, which is instead replaced 
by an alien fantasy that has been transposed into their mind. This is done not through 
coercion, but through the illusion of agency in formulating this fantasy, so that the 
subject mistakenly believes they are escaping their own actual experience through 
virtual fantasy, whereas in fact they are merely a vessel for parasitic ideology. 
 

This paradox acquires a political inflection when we consider how neoliberalism – a if 
not the dominant contemporary political philosophy – constructs and disciplines its 
subjects. As Jarrett (2008) has shown, the interactivity of Web 2.0 businesses such as 
Facebook, YouTube and Flickr both commodifies and guides the social interactions of 
their users. The production of subjectivities through technology is not simply 
monetised but shaped by the technicities of those websites; the normatively flexible 
neoliberal subject is encoded through the praxis of their digital socialisation43. Like 
!i"ek, Jarrett argues that the consumption of superficially ‘interactive’ spectacles 
results in the user/audience mistakenly concluding that they have ‘become active’, 
which reinforces their interpassivity by sating the desire for activity: 
 

“Through its very nature as a technology which works through activating a subject’s 
sense of agency, the technique of interactivity works to mollify resistance … In its 
seductive form, power requires no need to blatantly legitimise itself, to justify its own 
ends. Instead, it integrates society through apparent free choice and affective pleasure … 
By being exerted as a diffused and defused practice rather than a straightforward and 
obvious form of governance power denies its own functioning … By not appearing to be 
powerful, power continues to be.” 
! JARRETT, 2008 

 

Interactive artworks that automatically echo clothing colour seem to fit Jarrett’s 
model. Sitting on, standing underneath or walking past a sensor implicates passers-by 
in the work’s production. They are deprived of their right to not engage, but the 
device also misleadingly recasts their relative physical passivity as meaningful action. 
Rather than highlighting the lack of consent for its patent surveillance, the devices 
distract their audience through affective spectacle. This deprives them of an 
opportunity not just for enjoyment, as !i"ek sees it, but also critical reflection, since 
the cognitive space for this act is filled by immediate and superficial fantasy that they 
have not even authored. As the devices resample the garments’ colour, they reify these 
clothes as image-objects through an exchange that simultaneously co-opts and 
excludes the audience. The subject becomes the facilitator for commodity fetishism 
and its ‘beneficiary’, constrained to and rewarded for their own physical and cognitive 
interpassivity. Debord thought that the spectacle’s seductiveness was its most 
dangerous feature, yet these ‘interactive’ spectacles go beyond his outmoded model of 
reception44 by implicating the user/audience in their production. They provoke an 

                                                
43 “The paradox of user control, in fact, becomes that of the illusion of choice within which the user is offered up 
for a form of soft domination. Thus not only are discourses of consumer empowerment embedded in a neo-liberal 
political agenda – embodied by its pillars of individualism, freedom and self-expression – the ‘performative 
subject’ produced by most existing forms of participatory real time media is arguably the ideal flexible subject 
position enabled by contemporary capitalism” (PALMER IN JARRETT, 2008). 
44 “The spectacle presents itself as something enormously positive, indisputable and inaccessible. It says nothing 
more than ‘that which appears is good, that which is good appears.’ The attitude which it demands in principle 
is passive acceptance which in fact it already obtained by its manner of appearing without reply, by its monopoly 
of appearance” (DEBORD, 1977: THESIS 12). 
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insubstantial becoming-other that misuses an opportunity for profound ‘self’-reflection 
and instead reinforces commodity fetishism. This is arguably Jarrett’s “determining 
power” of interactive technology that seemingly negates yet in fact perpetuates the 
“hierarchy of traditional producer/consumer relations” (JARRETT, 1998). 
 
 

Interpassivity and its Discontents 
 

All of the theorists examined here agree that the subject-object encounter opens up a 
space for cognition, but differ in their assessment of its outcome. Though subjectivity 
is conceived as either the release from oppression or its ground, all are concerned with 
the political consequence of selfhood in a world of externalities45. Benjamin reasoned 
that mechanical reproductions free the proletariat from the seductive ideology of 
fascism. Debord argued that détournements free consumers from the seductiveness of the 
spectacle and commodity fetishism. Deleuze and Guattari maintained that the 
encounter is a becoming-other that reveals the seductive myth of ‘subjectivity’. !i"ek 
asserts that seductive interpassivity leads to the ‘barred subject’. Finally Jarrett 
contends that interactive media create and sustain the neoliberal subject, whose 
resistance is mollified by the seductive illusion of agency. 
 

Jarrett’s argument is a little more nuanced than technological determinism, however. 
He questions the “absurd premise” that any population would be so passive as to 
willingly and absolutely subjugate itself to even the most addictive of technologies, and 
acknowledges that a Foucauldian reading of discipline and its subjects “demands the 
immanent existence of resistance”. His conclusion is that interactive media open a 
vacuum of potentiality that may be used for empowerment or self-repression. As 
Deleuze and Guattari would have it, this interactivity is at once a crucible for negative 
and positive deterritorialisation46 – both risk and opportunity. !i"ek similarly 
acknowledges the emancipatory potential of active virtualisation (subjective 
objectivity) that is the counterpart to passive virtualisation (objective subjectivity)47. So 
contra Benjamin and Debord, the subject-object encounter doesn’t beget either 
emancipation or oppression, it potentialises both. The reproduction, spectacle, object 
and Other are thus not intrinsically emancipatory or oppressive, but may become so. 
Interpassivity veils this power relationship and implicates the audience in its 

                                                
45 As !i"ek asks: “Is it possible for the subject to be passive towards the domain of objects, to acknowledge 
the ‘primacy of the object,’ without falling prey to fetishism?” (!I!EK, 1998A: 12). 
46 “Deterritorialization can take either a negative or a positive form: it is negative when the deterritorialized 
element is subjected to reterritorialization that obstructs or limits its line of flight, and it is positive when the line 
of flight prevails over the forms of reterritorialization and manages to connect with other deterritorialized 
elements in a manner that extends its trajectory or even leads to reterritorialization in an entirely new 
assemblage” (PATTON, 2010: 143). 
47 “Kant again and again emphasises that his transcendental idealism has nothing to do with the simple 
subjective phenomenalism. His point is not that there is no objective reality, that only subjective appearances are 
accessible to us; there definitely is a line which separates objective reality from mere subjective impressions, and 
Kant’s problem is precisely, ‘How do we pass from the mere multitude of subjective impressions to objective 
reality?’ His answer, of course, is through transcendental constitution; that is to say, through the subject’s 
synthetic activity. The difference between objective reality and mere subjective impressions is thus internal to 
subjectivity, it is the difference between merely subjective and objectively subjective … The Kantian 
transcendentally constituted reality is subjectively objective (it stands for objectivity which is subjectively 
constituted/mediated), while fantasy is objectively subjective (it designates an innermost subjective content, 
a product of fantasising, which, paradoxically, is ‘desubjectivised’, rendered inaccessible to the subject’s 
immediate experience)” (!I!EK, 1997: THESIS 7 – his emphasis). 
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construction, thereby increasing the likelihood of self-discipline. Jarrett concludes that 
academics can disrupt this outcome by revealing the “contingent freedom” that results 
from interactive technology’s tendency to internalise power within its subjects 
(JARRETT, 1998). 
 

Jarrett’s concept of Academic Purpose is not entirely misplaced, but its reassurance for 
the “Internet researcher” he lauds masks a troubling paternalism. Have we not 
returned to the unenlightened mass, latently aspiring to deliverance? !i"ek’s 
conclusion is even less satisfactory: he flags up the dangers of fetishism (the ‘objectively 
subjective’) but refuses to elaborate on how subjects might achieve the agency of 
Kantian ‘synthetic activity’. In so doing he relegates all encounters with interactive 
objects to interpassivity. !i"ek and Jarrett’s error is to underestimate the subjective 
reflection that can be engendered by appropriately critical objects. In Jarrett’s case this 
is the result of focusing on the commercial technicity of online businesses while 
overlooking culture’s ability to provoke its audience in a way that the market will not 
(rendering paternal academics inessential). As we have seen, interactive new media art 
can engage its users in a consensual, consequential encounter that problematises its 
own risk of interpassivity and offers a platform for its resistance. If an interactive 
artwork fails to provide the latter, it lacks what we might term ‘inherent criticality’ – it 
falls into the category of devices that only permit resistance through the virtual 
reception of an artwork, rather than actualising its emancipatory potential. Troika’s 
Tool for Armchair Activists exhibits precisely this inherent criticality by interactively 
disclosing the dialectical limitations of communication technologies. Conversely 
Greyworld’s Bloom and The Layer aim to provoke greater spatial awareness in their 
audience, but their coercive technicities mask the interpassivity that may result. One 
could argue that the name of Moritz Waldemeyer’s By Royal Appointment chair is a 
subtle détournement of its own enthroning technicity, allowing the artwork to undermine 
commodity fetishism by revealing it. But the device merely highlights the coercion of 
this societal process virtually in the minds of its audience, rather than actualising its 
resistance. The point here is not that the audience unconsciously desires resistance, or 
that the artist has a moral obligation to provoke it, but rather that the artwork has an 
obligation not to prevent it. 
 
 

Transcendental Materialism? 
 

Though its very materiality, any artwork poses the problem of fetishism. Much work 
by Jeff Koons48 and Damien Hirst49 does little more than cynically embrace this status 
quo. Other contemporary artists such as Jeremy Deller and Tino Sehgal50 have 
veered in the opposite direction, denying the primacy of objects by replacing them 
altogether with immaterial performativity, so that only the concept itself ‘ascends 

                                                
48 “The subject for the show would be Banality but the message would be a spiritual one. And while being 
uplifting, the also work would be [sic] critical commentary on conspicuous consumption, greed, and self 
indulgence” (Koons in WILLIAMS, 2011: 56). 
49 Hirst’s commercialism reached its zenith in 2007 with the sale of a diamond-encrusted skull 
he had designed. Rather than being purchased by the anonymous consortium that Hirst 
claimed, it was in fact ‘bought’ by Hirst and his gallerist, Jay Jopling. The £50 million price 
tag – which deposed Koons as the most expensive living artist – was a deliberate ruse to 
inflate the auction prices of Hirst’s other artworks. 
50 See also the ‘immaterial’ exhibition Invisible: Art about the Unseen (London: Hayward Gallery, 
2012). 
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though time’51. The recuperative irony is that Sehgal’s hypocritical intolerance of 
(public) mechanical reproduction recommodifies the performance’s aura and that of 
the institution in which it is housed52. The fundamental difference of inherently 
critical art is that it allows the audience to resist interpassivity through objects 
themselves. The subject is only disbarred insofar as they are prevented from denying the 
encounter’s political nature. 
 

We must grasp that fetishism is inescapable53; that all externalities – objects, images, 
people, places, time, ideas – are necessarily fetishised through cognition, and that this 
virtualisation of the actual then prompts the actualisation of virtual, which restarts the 
whole fetishistic continuum. The key here is not to see nihilism or the neo-luddism of 
Sehgal – who eschews mobile phones and aeroplanes – as the only possible ‘solutions’ 
to this aspect of the human condition, as these are merely regressive cul-de-sacs of 
negative fetishism. Instead of the chimerical ‘no materialism’ we instead need ‘new 
materialism’ (SIMMS, 2012). This doesn’t entail the development of products that negate 
their own materiality through ‘immateriality’, but rather products that seek to limit 
unsustainable materialism. The sustainability of an iPhone app like ConsumeWithin54, 
which helps users manage food expiry dates, is not its ‘immaterial’ nature: in addition 
to the indisputably material smartphone on which the app runs, energy is still 
required to download and operate it. Sustainability is instead potentialised by the fact 
that it tends towards a net decrease in wasteful consumption (and a negative carbon 
footprint). Although it provokes critical reflection on unsustainability and actualises its 
transcendence, ConsumeWithin is not art, nor is it inherently critical. The app 
interactively connects us with our (edible) milieu, yet the encounter and subsequent 
reflections are closer to pragmatism than philosophy. Saving food from the bin is 
hardly existentialism. Inherent criticality interactively tends towards fetishism that is 
both materially sustainable and cognitively productive. Far from being humanity’s 
downfall, (sustainable) fetishism is in fact our salvation – it is the means by which we 
can imagine a different future. This human appetite for fetishistic transcendence is the 
true revolutionary potential of the ‘mass’. We are not empty vessels helplessly 
structured by our extended milieu. We in fact have agency: the ability to perceive our 
fetishistic tendency, and to recognise both its risks and benefits. The inevitability of 
fetishism and its tendency towards unsustainability must be accepted as the perilous 
catalyst for progress. 
 

Benjamin and Debord saw that religion, fascism and consumerism destructively 
exploited the ‘will to fetishise’ (as Nietzsche would have it). In the case of religion and 

                                                
51 “‘Nothing lasts’ Palipana told them. It is an old dream. Art burns, dissolves. And to be loved with the irony 
of history – that isn’t much.’ He said this in his first class to his archaeology students. He had been talking 
about books and art, about the ‘ascendancy of the idea’ being often the only survivor” (ONDAATJE, 2000: 12). 
52 “[Sehgal] does not allow his pieces to be photographed. They are not explained by wall labels or 
accompanied by catalogs. No press releases herald the openings of his exhibitions; indeed, there are no official 
openings, just unceremonious start dates. All of this can engender skepticism, but the aspect of Sehgal’s work that 
his detractors find most irritating is the way the art is sold. First of all, there is the fact that it is sold, just as if 
it were made of, say, cast bronze: in editions of four to six (with Sehgal retaining an additional ‘artist’s proof’) 
at prices between $85,000 and $145,000 apiece. Unlike some of his Conceptualist predecessors, Sehgal is 
totally unapologetic about the fact that his work is commercially traded. ‘The market is something you can’t be 
outside of and you can’t want to be outside of, if you are doing anything specialized,’ he told an audience last 
May at the Museum of Modern Art” (LUBOW, 2010). 
53 To paraphrase Bash": “Even in Kyoto – I long for Kyoto” (DELILLO, 2008: 32). 
54 http://www.consumewithin.com/uk/ 
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fascism – or communism, for that matter – fetishistic weakness was combined with the 
human urge for community by demonising otherness55. Capitalism is an altogether 
more subtle ideology that recuperates otherness and commodifies it, making 
consumption patterns themselves the ground for community. By avoiding rigid 
codification of the capitalist subject, capitalism thus allows this subject to be 
perpetually reconstituted within and between the subjects themselves. Subcultures and 
their aesthetics emerge in opposition to hegemony, and are then swiftly absorbed into 
the power structure. It is radically permeable, and egalitarian in its support for self-
discipline. Indeed capitalism is so flexible that even subcultures and ideologies 
explicitly opposed to its existence can be (partially) recuperated, as evidenced by a 
website selling T-shirts for both jihadists56 and anti-capitalists57, or a forthcoming pair 
of luxury towers in Seoul that architecturally mimic the 9/11 explosions58. 
 

The answer to !i"ek’s fear of objective primacy is not to ascetically renounce tools 
such as planes or phones or computers or language, but to make these tools more 
effective and inclusive. The ‘objects’ of our fetishism, in their widest sense, need not 
only be reified for their symbolic value – though this may indeed be dangerously 
pleasurable – but can also be critically cherished for an actual functionality that 
potentialises their immanent virtual worth. The material constraints on life can only be 
transcended through mutually repurposing that materiality with(in) our milieu. The 
caveat is that we must use productively fetishistic encounters to create more effective 
and inclusive tools. If we do not, if we subsequently virtualise or actualise mechanistic 
rather than machinic objects, then that encounter was unsustainable: both subject and 
object have not justified their respective materiality. To explain the worthlessness of 
artworks that have the ‘correct political tendency’ but lack artistic originality, 
Benjamin quoted Lichtenberg’s quip that: “It doesn’t matter what opinions someone 
has, but what kind of a man these opinions make of him” (BENJAMIN, 1970: 93). We 
might correspondingly say that the ‘correct political tendency’ of sustainable fetishism 
is meaningless unless it leads to Kant’s ‘synthetic activity’ and the actualisation of that 
virtual process. 
 

Inherent criticality also has a final, more absolute benefit. By making the artwork 
semiotically open, it attempts to potentialise dialectical engagement for the milieu in 
its entirety (human-animal-technological-mineral-immaterial). Far from imposing a 
polemic metanarrative, the device productively frames its own shortcomings and 
offers an open-ended space for the exchange of polynarratives. An object that could 
elevate each component of the milieu to dialectical parity would, in this sense, be a 
pure actualisation of inherent criticality. It could overcome the cognitive singularity of 
its milieu through a multi-polar, intersubjective encounter that invites truly 
exponential development. 

                                                
55 One could even say that religion’s demonisation of heathens, fascism’s detest for 
communism and communism’s disgust with the bourgeoisie are all ‘fetishistic’ to some degree. 
56 http://www.cafepress.com/+muhammad-jihad+gifts 
57 http://www.cafepress.com/buynothingday 
58 http://www.domusweb.it/en/news/mvrdv-the-cloud/ 
Interestingly these towers form part of an urban masterplan by Daniel Libeskind, the architect 
who has designed the World Trade Centre’s replacement in Manhattan. 
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